X-ray fluorescence offers unparalleled sensitivity for imaging the nanoscale distribution of trace elements in micrometer thick samples, while x-ray ptychography offers an approach to image light element containing structures at a resolution beyond that of the x-ray lens used. These methods can be used in combination, and in continuous scan mode for rapid data acquisition when using multiple probe mode reconstruction methods. We discuss here the opportunities and limitations of making use of additional information provided by ptychography to improve x-ray fluorescence images in two ways: by using position-error-correction algorithms to correct for scan distortions in fluorescence scans, and by considering the signal-to-noise limits on previously-demonstrated ptychographic probe deconvolution methods. This highlights the advantages of using a combined approach.
INTRODUCTION
Ptychography is a lensless imaging method in which a coherent illumination probe is scanned across the sample and the diffraction patterns are collected from each scanned position. 1 With sufficient overlap between these illumination spots, 2 one can use an iterative algorithm to reconstruct the object's complex transmission function and the probe function as well. [3] [4] [5] The spatial resolution obtained by ptychography is not limited by optics but rather by the object's scattering strength 6 and the geometry of the pixelated detector. Due to the short wavelength and high penetration of x-rays, x-ray ptychography has great promise as a microscopy tool for nanoscale imaging with applications in materials science 7, 8 and biology. [9] [10] [11] When combined with angular projections, x-ray ptychography can be used to generate tomographic reconstructions with 3D quantitative measurements of electron density.
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Ptychography was originally performed using a step-scan mode, in which the scanning microscope worked in a move-settle-acquire sequence for data acquisition (see Fig. 1(a) ). The motor motion and settle time, which is often referred as overhead (t o ), was not used for data acquisition. With high brightness sources and high frame rate area detectors, the exposure time t e and the readout time of detector t d can be very small, so that the motion and settle overhead is responsible for a large wasted time fraction. For example, recent experiments have used the Eiger detector (t d = 3 µs) to acquire ptychographic data with exposure times t e = 200 ms and movesettle overhead times of t o =150 ms, 15 resulting in the wasted time fraction of η step = 43%. With diffraction limited storage rings expected to provide hundredfold gains in coherent flux, 16 exposure times t e will decrease accordingly so the percentage of wasted time could be larger than 90%, which will make scans grossly inefficient.
(a)
Step Figure 1 . Comparison of step-scan and fly-scan ptychography. In step-scan mode (a), the probe moves relative to the sample in a move-settle-acquire sequence, where the detector doesn't acquire data during the move-settle overhead time to; then the diffraction pattern is collected over an exposure time of te, after which the detector becomes inactive for a dead time t d for data transfer. In fly-scan mode (b), the probe moves relative to the sample in a scan line with a constant speed while data is acquired over exposure times te followed by brief detector dead times t d . Insets show both step-scan and fly-scan beam footprints (assuming a round probe with a diameter d) with s representing the probe motion distance during exposure time te. (c) The diffraction intensities measured from a gold test sample in the two scan modes with te = 100 ms and s = 100 nm (experimental details are in Sec. 2). Speckle visibility is reduced in fly-scan mode. Figure  based on.
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To address the scan overhead problem, a continuous motion approach to ptychography has been proposed 18 and demonstrated in x-ray 17, 19 and visible light 20 ptychography. In fly scan ptychography, the probe moves relative to the object continuously within a scan line, while the data is acquired by detectors with a very small time interval of detector dead time, so this scan mode can have very low wasted time fraction. With the same exposure time t e = 200 ms acquired by the Eiger detector in fly-scan mode, the wasted time fraction in a scan line would be η fly = 0.0015%, which can be ignored. Continuous-motion scans have also been used in x-ray fluorescence microscopy for some time. Far-field diffraction patterns acquired from a continuously moving sample become blurry with degraded speckle visibility (Fig. 1c) , bringing difficulties for ptychographic reconstruction. A recent developed algorithm in ptychography has shown that the decoherence of diffraction patterns, caused by incoherent illumination, sample dynamics, or detector point spread functions, can be used for reconstruction through multiple modes of the object and/or probe. 22 This greatly alleviates the stringent requirements of ptychography experiments, allowing one to use partially coherent illumination 23 and to deal with sample vibration. 24 In our work, 17 we have shown that ptychography can be implemented in fly-scan mode to dramatically speed up data acquisition while high quality images are obtained by using multiple probe modes in the reconstruction. The development of this technique is very important for ptychographic scans with large datasets, especially for tomographic imaging where 2D projections need to be acquired over many angles. This development also allows ptychography to be integrated with fly-scan fluorescence imaging for fast multimodal imaging.
FLY-SCAN PTYCHOGRAPHY
Fly-scan experiments were carried out at the Bionanoprobe 25 at the Advanced Photon Source (APS) at Argonne National Laboratory. In the experiments, a 5.2 keV x-ray beam was focused by a Fresnel zone plate to produce an illumination of d 100 nm. A gold test pattern with 30 nm finest feature was driven by piezo stages with continuous motion in horizontal direction. During a continuous scan line, hardware triggers were generated at constant spatial intervals using a nanometer-resolution laser interferometer system, and these position triggers were used to trigger detector readout. All scans kept the same 4 µm×3 µm scan region and 50 nm vertical step size, while with different scan speeds in horizontal direction generating a series of fly-scans with s of 50, 75, 100, 125, 150, 200, 250 and 300 nm for 100 ms exposure time. The far-field diffraction patterns were recorded using a PILATUS 100K photon-counting pixel array detector placed 2.2 m downstream of the sample. The reconstruction codes 26 use multiple probe modes in the iterative phasing process 22 with GPU parallel programming for speedup.
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In the reconstructions, we find that the required probe mode number for fly-scan datasets increases proportionally as a function of s/d (d is the beam diameter). 17 As the parameter of s/d increases in the above fly-scan datasets, the test pattern images can be successfully recovered using more probe modes in reconstructions. Figure  2 shows the reconstructions of the fly scan with a large s/d 2.5 (s = 250 nm) using different number of probe modes. An attempt of using single probe mode for reconstruction gives considerable artifacts. As the number of probe modes are increased (Fig. 2 (b)-(d) ), the reconstruction quality is improved. The reconstruction using 15 probe modes can well resolve the 30 nm finest structure (see Fig. 2 (d) ). The summed intensity (Fig. 2 (e) ) of the total 15 modes yields a beam footprint on the sample with a horizontal size of 350 nm, which is consistent with the expected beam footprint size of l = s + d = 250 + 100 nm. Compared with a step-scan ptychography (50 nm step size) with the same exposure time (100ms) and an overhead of about 400 ms, the fly scan with s = 250 nm is about 25 times faster. This factor can become even larger using smaller exposure time with lower emittance, higher brightness source, such as are anticipated with multi-bend achromat storage rings.
FLY-SCAN PTYCHOGRAPHIC AND FLUORESCENCE IMAGING
X-ray fluorescence microscopy (XFM) offers high sensitivity for quantitative mapping of elements in samples, while ptychography can provide structural information of the samples. The two complementary contrast modes can be obtained simultaneously by combining these two imaging techniques at once in one experiment. The combined imaging approach was demonstrated to image manufactured test structures 27 as well as freeze-dried biological samples.
9 Since frozen-hydrated samples are known to provide excellent structural and chemical preservation and radiation damage resistance, this combined approach has been recently used to image frozenhydrated algae with simultaneous views of ultrastructure and elemental compositions at high resolution.
11 These first demonstrations of the combined technique were carried out in step-scan mode.
Here we show a demonstration of this combined imaging approach in fly-scan mode using a gold test sample at the Bionanoprobe. The gold test sample was fly scanned with a ∼ 85 nm focused beam in horizontal direction with a fly-scan step size of 70 nm. The scan in vertical direction has no difference with conventional step scans with a step size of 70 nm. This fly scan generated 150 × 150 scan points, and at each scan point, both the fluorescence spectra and a far-field diffraction pattern were recorded simultaneously with 100 ms exposure time. The whole scan was finished within 41 minutes, which is about 5 times faster than a step scan with the same step size and exposure time (considering a 400 ms overhead at each scan position in step-scan mode). Gold M-shell fluorescence which has a spatial resolution of about 138 nm (determined by line-cut method) was shown in Fig. 3 (a) . Figure 3 (b) is the ptychgraphic reconstruction of the sample from fly-scan data, which has a spatial resolution about 18 nm as determined by line-cut method.
(a)
2 μm 2 μm In addition to the simultaneous views of structural and chemical information, this combined approach also provides the opportunities for using ptychograhic results to improve the fluorescence data, which includes distortion correction and deconvolution of fluorescence.
Distortion correction
Because ptychography involves collecting diffraction information from overlapping probe positions, information on the relative distances between these illuminating beam positions is encoded in the set of diffraction patterns. If these positons are not as expected, then the reconstructed image will show errors due to the difference between the expected and actual probe positions, and an error minimization approach can be used to correct these differences. 28, 29 If fluorescence data is acquired simultaneously, these corrected probe positions can be applied to the fluorescence image as well, thus correcting for any image distortions caused by unintended drifts of the probe versus specimen positions. However, there is a tension between two conflicting goals when using such an approach: for fluorescence microscopy the spatial resolution is limited by the probe size, so one wants the probe to be as small as possible, whereas for ptychography the probe size does not limit the achievable spatial resolution and larger probe sizes allow for more probe overlap over a larger distance for position error correction. This is illustrated in Fig. 4 (a) , where a schematic represents an image with distortion. When the probe is large compared to the separation between probe points, there will be many overlapping beam spots and the displacement of one (due to a positioning error) will be easier to detect for two reasons: it will be just one of a greater number of measurements, and there is a greater chance that multiple distinctive features of the specimen will be present within each illumination spot to allow for position errors to be recognized. Therefore, the small beam size required in the combined fluorescence/ptychography technique will lead to some challenges on distortion correction. In addition to losing the advantages of a large probe discussed above, with a small probe one will also have a much larger dataset for imaging the same area. Since an error metric must be measured over the entire dataset while probe positions are adjusted, this will greatly increase the computational work required for a corrected reconstruction; for this challenge we have used an algorithm implemented on cluster computer systems with each node equipped with a graphical processing unit (GPU) to significantly speed up data processing. Schematic of scans with distortion using small probe (circle) and big probe (dash circle). The big probe covers more features of the sample, allowing for more probe overlaps at each specimen position for improved distortion correction. However, the small probe is better for fluorescence imaging. (b) Schematic of reconstructed probes in fly-scan ptychography. The scan speed in fly scan is assumed to be constant, which produces a uniform probe footprint (brown rounded rectangle) for each diffraction pattern. In real experiments the possibility of non-constant scan speed might result in various probe footprints (dash rounded rectangle) which correspondingly have a series of different probe modes; this would further complicate the task of correcting for probe position errors.
Operating ptychography in fly-scan mode requires a constant scan speed to assure an identical illumination condition for each data collection period. However, the scan speed might not be always constant in real ex-periments, with a consequence of various illumination conditions (see Fig. 4 (b) ) for the acquired diffraction patterns. Therefore, the reconstruction from this kind of dataset will have "average" probe functions which of course contain position errors. This also poses a challenge for distortion correction.
Limits to ptychographic deconvolution of fluorescence
In ptychography, the probe function is reconstructed along with the object; as a result, ptychography is a useful tool for characterizing nanofocused beams. 27, 30 When combining ptychography with fluorescence imaging, the recovered probe function can also be deconvolved from the fluorescence image so as to improve spatial resolution. This has already been demonstrated in images of freeze-dried samples, where the spatial resolution of fluorescence maps was improved by a factor of two.
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Deconvolution can be implemented as an inverse filter function. In x-ray fluorescence, the fluorescence image i(x, y) that one records is a convolution of the object o(x, y) with the intensity point spread function of the probe p(x, y),
where * denotes convolution. The convolution of two functions i(x, y) = o(x, y) * p(x, y) can be represented in reciprocal space by the product of their Fourier transforms, or I(
where {f x , f y } are spatial frequencies and I(f x , f y ) = F{i(x, y)} is used to represent a Fourier transform. As a result, the object o(x, y) can be recovered from the recorded image data i(x, y) using
where P (f x , f y ) is the Fourier transform of the intensity point spread function which is in fact the modulation transfer function MTF(f x , f y ). While conceptually straightforward in the case of good knowledge of the probe function (such as provided by ptychography), the approach of Eq. 2 is subject to a significant limitation: the finite resolution of the probe function p(x, y) leads to a decrease of the MTF at high spatial frequencies, and since the image signal tends to decrease at high spatial frequencies the division by decreasing MTF values would tend to multiply noise by a large factor. One straightforward solution is to incorporate a Wiener filter into the deconvolution process, 31, 32 since the Wiener filter W (f x , f y ) is an optimal filter if one has a priori knowledge of the spatial frequency distribution of the signal S(f x , f y ) and noise N (f x , f y ) power, or
The Wiener filter can be combined with the modulation transfer function to lead to a combined deconvolution
in which case one arrives at a expression of
for recovery of the fluorescing object o(x, y) from the measured fluorescence intensity i(x, y).
Because the deconvolution filter D(f x , f y ) of Eq. 4 incorporates the Wiener filter, it is necessary to consider the signal and noise in x-ray fluorescence images. X-ray excitation of x-ray fluorescence generates very low background scattering, and spectral processing can further separate that from characteristic fluorescence emission; we use a program MAPS 33 to carry out this processing step using per-pixel spectral fitting. The resulting per-element fluorescence intensity maps i(x, y) have photon statistical noise, or shot noise, as their main noise contribution due to relatively low count rates from trace element signals in the case of biological specimens. Images from a wide range of modalities have a signal power in reciprocal space that decreases with spatial frequency as |S(f x , f y )| ∝ f −a . With photon statistical noise, there is no correlation of the noise from one pixel to the next so the noise function has the appearance of a delta function with a flat power spectrum. Therefore one can measure the trends of signal to noise from the power spectrum of an image and thus determine the Weiner filter from that particular image. In Fig. 5(a) , we show the power spectral density of fluorescence image data from several trace elements, as well as the inverse MTF curve calculated from the intensity point spread function recovered using ptychography; these data were collected as part of a study of a frozen-hydrated green alga.
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As expected, the fluorescence signals follow the trend |S(f x , f y )| ∝ f −a , where a =2.94 for potassium (K), a =2.78 for sulfur S, and a =2.81 for phosphorous P. The signals roll off to a noise floor |N (f x , f y )| which in fact is a flat function with spatial frequency, but a differing magnitude for each element depending on elemental concentrations present in the sample. With these trends for signal and noise in hand, the Wiener filter can be calculated for each fluorescence image dataset i(x, y) using Eq. 3, and each element's Wiener filter can then be multiplied by the inverse MTF curve to arrive at an element-specific deconvolution filter D(f x , f y ) given by Eq. 4. These deconvolution filters are shown in Fig. 5(b) , and they show that the stronger fluorescence signal from potassium (K) should allow for a higher resolution recovered object o(x, y) than will be possible from the weaker phosphorous (P) fluorescence signal. The deconvolution filters D(fx, fy) for the trace elements K, S, P obtained using Eq. 4. The filters have small value at high spatial frequency so that the noise will not be amplified in the deconvolution process.
CONCLUSION
We have described here our previous results on continuous scan or fly-scan ptychography, 17 as well as simultaneous x-ray ptychographic and fluorescence imaging.
11 This combined approach offers opportunities for the correction of distortion in scanned images, and for improving the resolution of x-ray fluorescence images of trace element distribution using deconvolution. We have outlined some of the possibilities and potential limitations of these extensions of the combined imaging method. Future studies will be aimed at demonstrating distortion correction, and on exploring the limits of fluorescence image deconvolution. With fly-scan imaging, one can make more efficient use of today's synchrotron light sources, and this will become essential with brighter sources such as from diffraction-limited storage rings.
